Abstract

A feature interaction algebra (FIA) is an abstract model of features, feature interactions, and their compositions. A structured document algebra (SDA) defines modules with variation points and how such modules compose. We present both FIA and SDA in this paper, and homomorphisms that relate FIA expressions to SDA expressions. This leads to mathematically precise formalizations of fundamental concepts used in software product lines, which can be used for improved FOSD tooling and teaching material.
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1. Introduction

Feature Oriented Software Development (FOSD) is a paradigm that is guided by semantic modularity, rather than structural modularity. Structural modularity is what today’s programming languages and component-based tools provide: object-oriented classes and packages are the basic modules of modern software system construction. Features, in contrast, are increments in program functionality that arise from a collaboration or coordinated orchestration of multiple classes or packages. Adding a new feature to a program “cross-cuts” the contents of structural modules and thus requires fundamentally new ways to think about program modularity and system construction.

A distinguishing attribute of FOSD is compositionality: programs are constructed by “composing” sets of features. An end-user simply selects features from a feature model to specify a target program of interest. FOSD tools compose these features and translate this declarative specification into the target program (source, executable) automatically. This is FOSD’s most attractive and powerful characteristic.

We are interested in algebraic models of program construction for FOSD. The reason is simple: features manipulate program structures in very regular, well-defined ways. Mathematics offers structures for precise definitions and calculations; it is well suited for for compositional descriptions of the universe, including software. But more pragmatically, our interests stem from a deep desire to expose the simplicity of the foundational concepts of FOSD. A better understanding of these concepts leads to the construction of simpler and more powerful tools for the FOSD community, as well as improved teaching material for community members of the future.

In this paper, we explore two very different algebraic models of FOSD construction and explain how they are related. The first, called the Feature Interaction Algebra (FIA), axiomatizes the ideas of features, feature interaction, and feature compositions. It generalizes prior work [7] beyond classical feature models, and lays a foundation for others to build upon and to critique compositional models that are appropriate for FOSD “problem space” descriptions of software product lines (SPLs). A program is defined in FIA as a feature expression (composition); FIA is general in that it does not specify how features are implemented.

Our second model, called the Structured Document Algebra (SDA), is a general algebra for describing implementation techniques, modules, and their compositions; hence it belongs to the “solution space” of SPLs. SDA is based on variation points (VPs). A VP is a location in a program where the content at that location can vary among different members of an SPL. A fragment is assigned to a VP to define its content; different programs of an SPL would assign different fragments. An SDA module is a collection of fragments, and compositions of SDA modules construct programs.

Lastly, we show how FIA and SDA algebras are related. We define how FIA expressions are mapped to corresponding SDA expressions to achieve FOSD program synthesis. More generally, when both the problem and solution space are defined by algebras (one for program specification, the other for program construction), mappings between algebras, called homomorphisms, become a foundational concept in FOSD tooling. We illustrate all of these ideas in this paper.

2. Feature Interaction Algebra

[7] presented an axiomatization of features, compositions, and interactions. The goal was to understand their fundamental relationships from an algebraic viewpoint, thereby abstracting away specifics of underlying languages, program representations, and hacks that originate from some implementation decision made in particular systems. Its axioms are listed in Figure 1. The basic operations are: + the feature composition operation, # the feature interaction operation, and × the feature product operation.

To understand Figure 1, consider a feature model from telephony, where a customer can select the features he/she wants. Among the selectable features are call forwarding (CF) and call waiting (CW). CF enables a customer to specify a secondary phone number to which additional calls are forwarded when the primary phone is busy. CW allows one call to be suspended while another
A call is answered. If both features are selected by a customer and a call comes in while another is active, the phone system has to decide whether the call should be forwarded or the user should be notified that another call has arrived. CF and CW are said to interact. The resolution (problem fix) is provided by another feature CW # CF. Without a resolution, the phone system may behave unexpectedly or terminate erroneously.

So when a user or architect selects two (or more) features, they want their interaction resolutions to be included. This is the purpose of the product operation:

\[ A \times B = (A \# B) + A + B. \]

That is, when architects want features A and B, they also want both features to work correctly together, which requires the addition (composition) of A and B with their interaction resolution A # B. This scales to the product of an arbitrary number of features; the product of 3 features may require the resolution of a 3-way interaction and three 2-way interactions:

\[ A \times B \times C = A + B + C + (A \# B) + (B \# C) + (A \# C) + (A \# B \# C). \]

Recognize that each term of a summation is a placeholder: there may be no two-way interaction between B and C, or there may be no three-way interaction. In that case, these terms map to 0. The algebra exposes all possible interactions, as it should.

### 2.1 Feature Replication and Self-Composition

The core axioms of [7] are unshaded in Figure 1. The shaded axioms, + and # involution, match classical feature models where features could either be selected or not: feature replication was not permitted. Involution captures this constraint. It was proven in [7] that the axioms of Figure 1 are consistent and not contradictory.

It turns out we cannot just pick and choose axioms at will: not all combinations make sense. Consider the A # 0 axiom. There are only two possibilities: either A # 0 = 0 (listed in Figure 1) or A # 0 = A, meaning that the resolution of A and 0 should be A. Together with involution, the latter leads to inconsistency:

\[ A = A \# 0 = A \# (0 + 0) = A \# 0 + A \# 0 = A + A = 0. \]

That means that there is only one feature, the neutral element 0.

Many people have raised the question: what about feature replication? It does arise. How does this effect an axiomatization? We explored this too.

There are three possibilities for self-summation: A + A = 0 (involution of Figure 1), A + A = A (idempotence), or we say nothing about the meaning and simplification of A + A. We explored A + A = 0 in [7]. Now let’s consider idepotence A + A = A, as others have done, e.g. [1]. Given this, we have three possibilities for self-interaction: A # A = 0, A # A = A, or we can say nothing. Suppose A # A = A. The following shows that the combination of A + A = A and A # A = A leads to nonsense. Assume a feature, which is the sum of two features A and B, then:

\[ A + B = (A + B) \# (A + B) = A \# A + A \# B + B \# A + B \# B = A + A \# B + B = (A \# B) + A + B = A \times B \]

The above means that the sum of any two features always equals their product, which we know is false. By enumerating all possible cases (there aren’t many), idepotence-summation (A + A = A) is not compatible with our other axioms as it leads to inconsistencies or unwanted behaviour. We can rule out involution-summation A + A = 0, as it is incompatible with feature replication. Thus, we can say nothing about self-summation (A + A). For more details on this, see [8].

So where does this leave us? Mathematics tells us that at a deep level, feature replication does not make sense and the difficulties that we are having lie elsewhere.

Here is our proposed resolution: All features are distinct. If there are multiple replicants of A, they will be distinguished as A₁, A₂, …, where Aᵢ ≠ Aⱼ when i ≠ j. By doing so, we are able to distinguish resolutions among different instances (i.e., A₁ # A₂ will be distinguishable from A₂ # A₁). Think of a replicatable feature A as a template or generic: it can be instantiated any number of times but with different parameters. Together a templatized feature and its parametric instantiations leads to a distinct, unparameterized features. This is, in fact, how feature replication was dealt with in an early example of software product lines [5]. It is consistent with the most recent proposal of the Common Variability Language (CVL) [10].

CVL goes further in permitting features to be products of other product lines. So if product line P has products P₁,...,Pₙ, it is possible in CVL for designers to select k ≥ 1 distinct products from P as features of a larger product line. The products that are selected may internally use the same feature F, but again, these replicas would be distinct and distinguishable copies of F.

### 2.2 Recap

[7] presented an axiomatization of features, feature interactions and their compositions for classical feature models, where feature replication was not permitted. A generalization of this axiomatization to permit feature replication requires the removal of its self-summation and self-interaction axioms. Further, the axiomatization reveals that “pure” replication – where replicas are completely indistinguishable – is problematic. By insisting that feature replicas are distinguishable, ambiguity can be avoided. Our axioms remain consistent and not contradictory.

With this improvement, we now consider a rather different algebra that is useful at the implementation (or solution-space) level.

### 3. Structured Document Algebra

A classical concept in SPL construction is the variation point (VP). A VP is a labeled position in a program or document where contents can differ among programs in an SPL.

We now present a formal model of VPs, modules containing VPs, and compositions of such modules as the Structured Document Algebra (SDA). To keep SDA language-independent, we leave the exact nature of fragments open (e.g. text or AST) and view it as a parameter of the algebra. We do illustrate the core of SDA in our figures, and when we think it necessary, to explain how SDA could be implemented.

### 3.1 Variation Points and Fragments

The basic ingredients of SDA are:

- a set V of VPs at which fragments may be inserted;
• a set F(V) of fragments which may, among other things, contain VPs from V.

We use a very broad notion of VPs and fragments. Until stated otherwise, what we present below is standard for coloring [16] and a VP interpretation of classical modularity.

Consider Figure 2a. It shows a Java file that defines class A. Three VPs and their associated fragments, indicated by bold left parentheses, are shown: VpA, VpB, and VpC. VpC is a location in a directory at which a file can appear. (Such a VP is called a classpath). To us, this file is a fragment assigned to VpA. It is not the only fragment/file that could be assigned to VpA; another possibility is the file of Figure 2b. At most one of these two files/fragments can ever be assigned to VpA at a time. This holds for all VPs—at most one fragment can be assigned to a VP at any one time. If there is no assignment, there is no file. We then say that the content of VpA is empty. Emptiness may hold for all VPs.

![Figure 2. VPs and Fragments.](image)

Now consider VPs VpA and VpB that are contained in the file fragment of Figure 2a. The fragment assigned to VpA defines a method bar. The fragment at VpB is a wrapper of the statement that calls bar. We say fragments that are internal to a file fill a VP and may wrap a VP [7, 16]. By wrapping we mean that a fragment f surrounds a VP, making f to appear that the VP is inside it.

There is one more possibility: default fragments. In general every VP needs a default fragment. All VPs we have seen so far had empty defaults, which is the normal case. But default values need not to be empty; consider VpA in Figure 2b. The fragment containing the number 6 fills VpA. But this VP has a default (not shown) so that if the fragment 6 is removed, the empty fragment cannot be default. Reason: the resulting code would be syntactically incorrect. The default fragment should be a natural number, to make the expressions semantically meaningful. Upon module composition, default fragments can be replaced by non-default fragments, but not vice versa.

The above are standard ideas for modules with VPs. Our work generalizes these ideas. It is typical in coloring and the SPL literature that: (1) a VP occurs only once in a SPL program and (2) the set of fragments that can be assigned to that VP are unique to that VP. SDA imposes no such limitations. A VP can appear in multiple places in a document (or documents); when one instance is assigned, they are all assigned the same fragment. Similarly, a single fragment need not be assigned to a unique VP; a fragment can be assigned to multiple distinct VPs. Both of these possibilities should be familiar to readers: aspects in AOP have advice (in the form of fragments) that can be applied to different join points (VPs).

Finally, a word on our above-mentioned “VP interpretation of classical modularity”. In classical modularity, a VP corresponds to an interface and a fragment implements that interface. Delaware et al. has shown that a formal (programming language) interface for a VP can be quite sophisticated, and so, too, can the fragment(s) that implement it [12]. And again, a VP has a default fragment (implementation) that can be overridden once by a non-default fragment (implementation).

### 3.2 SDA Basics

**Modules.** A module m is a partial function m : V → F(V) such that its domain dom(m) is finite. VP v is assigned by m if v ∈ dom(m), otherwise unassigned or external. Thus the domain dom(m) of a module is the set of VPs it “knows about” or that it administers.

![Figure 3. VPs, Fragments, and Modules.](image)

A module m can be viewed in two ways:

• as a collection of fragments that instantiate the VPs of dom(m), i.e., a structured document;
• as filling certain VPs with contents (in term rewriting etc., it would be called a substitution).

**Example 3.1.** Figure 3a is a sample file (module) which is structured by the assignment of fragments to its VPs. Its partial function is given in Figure 3b. Here variation points (and their corresponding fragments) are also grouped.

By using partial functions rather than relations, a VP can be filled with at most one fragment (uniqueness).

A module should be cycle-free—no VP must depend directly or indirectly on itself. The simplest module is the empty module. i.e., the empty partial map. Since dom(0) = ∅, the empty module has no VPs.

**Module Addition.** We want to construct larger modules step by step by assigning more and more fragments to VPs. The central operation for this is module addition (+). Addition fuses two modules while maintaining uniqueness (and signaling an error upon a conflict). Desirable properties for + are commutativity and associativity. If the modules to be combined have no VPs in common, the partial functions characterizing the modules can be easily combined. For example, gray + green (Figure 3) is the partial function

\[
\{ Vp_1 \mapsto \text{int ctr= 0;...} \mid Vp_2 \mapsto \text{String...} \}
\]

To make the handling of conflicts algebraically nicer we put more structure into the set of fragments that could be assigned to a VP. Besides normal or non-default fragments f1, f2, f3, ... we have a default fragment and an error f.

1 The f fragment has no VPs.

![Figure 4. Lattice](image)
The expression problem is a classical example of a product line [21].

Figure 6a shows the module sum base + print, a program that can create and print sums and products of integers. Note that VPs $\text{vp}_2$, $\text{vp}_4$, $\text{vp}_6$, $\text{vp}_8$ have empty default fragments. VPs $\text{vp}_1$, $\text{vp}_3$, $\text{vp}_5$, $\text{vp}_7$ have been assigned their non-default fragments (and whose VP names are not shown). Figure 6b shows the module sum base + print + eval, a program that can create, print, and evaluate sums and products of integers.

### 3.4 Other Topics

#### Other Operations.

It is possible to define both module subtraction and fragment deletion in SDA. We present the formal details of these operations in Appendix A.

#### Module Replication.

SDA does permit replicated code fragments, as noted in Section 3.1. But replicated modules do not occur, as module sum is idempotent ($m + m = m$). Again, we appeal to the same reasoning for FIA. Modules can have parameters, like templates. Different instantiations of these parameters can lead to customized fragments (per different instantiation). Different instances produce distinct modules. Further, modules with customizable parameters would give SDA the power of classical preprocessors [15].
4. Combining FIA and SDA: Homomorphisms

FIA and SDA are distinct algebras: FIA deals with program specification while SDA deals with program construction. We now define the relationship between SDA and FIA (i.e. syntax and semantics).

Our vision of this relationship is displayed in Figure 7. A user selects features to specify a desired member of an SPL. The cross-product of selected features is taken to produce an FIA expression of the target program. This expression is then mapped to an SDA module expression. Evaluating the SDA module expression constructs the program.

![Figure 7. Feature Model Tools, FIA, and SDA.](image)

The key to Figure 7 is the homomorphism $\mu : \text{FIA} \rightarrow \text{SDA}$ that maps an FIA expression to an SDA expression. The simplest such $\mu$ uses the mechanism of colouring. In the remainder of this section we explore different versions of $\mu$ for different purposes.

4.1 The Coloring Homomorphism

Coloring is a popular way to encode SPLs (e.g. [16]). Briefly, it is the idea of painting programs with different colors: all code belonging to the BLUE feature is painted blue; all code belonging to the RED feature is painted red. Every fragment of code in a program $P$ is painted by at least one color. Coloring also is a projection technology: if a code fragment is painted multiple colors (e.g. BLUE AND RED), it appears only when all of its colors (BLUE and RED) are selected.

Consider the Venn diagram of Figure 8. The entire codebase of a program $P$ is represented by the area within the rings for colors RED, BLUE, and GREEN. Every partition in this diagram represents the contents (code fragments) of a unique SDA module. There are seven SDA modules total: $r, g, b, r \land g, g \land b, r \land b, r \land b \land g$. The sum of these modules yields $P$:

$$P = r + g + b + r \land g + g \land b + r \land b + r \land b \land g$$

Note that the token “$\land$” in the module names on the right-hand side is not an operator, but simply a character in a name. We return to this point in Section 4.2.

A characteristic of coloring is that each term of a feature expression (i.e. features and feature interactions) maps directly to a distinct SDA module. For Figure 8:

$$\mu(\text{RED}) = r$$
$$\mu(\text{GREEN}) = g$$
$$\mu(\text{BLUE}) = b$$
$$\mu(\text{RED} \# \text{GREEN}) = r \land g$$
$$\mu(\text{RED} \# \text{BLUE}) = r \land b$$
$$\mu(\text{BLUE} \# \text{GREEN}) = b \land g$$
$$\mu(\text{RED} \# \text{BLUE} \# \text{GREEN}) = r \land b \land g$$

Here is the general mapping: let $F$ be the set of features and $FIS$ be the set of feature interactions. Coloring is the homomorphism that maps (feature) sums and interactions to sums of SDA modules:

$$\mu(A + B) = \mu(A) + \mu(B) \quad // \text{for all } A, B \in (F \cup FIS)$$

4.2 Interaction Homomorphism

There is one other way to relate FIA to SDA—the interaction homomorphism:

$$\mu(A + B) = \mu(A) \#_\mu \mu(B) \quad // \text{for all } A, B \in (F \cup FIS)$$

That is, given modules $\mu(A)$ and $\mu(B)$, one can compute (using a new SDA operation $\#_\mu$) the module $\mu(A + B)$ of their interaction. A general algorithm for $\#_\mu$ does not exist; the task is not computable. There is not enough information within $\mu(A)$ and $\mu(B)$ to know what changes must be contained in $\mu(A + B)$ to lead to the desired program. Research on feature interactions can detect when $\mu(A + B)$ is non-empty (meaning that $A$ and $B$ interact), but such analyses cannot always compute the resolution (contents of $\mu(A + B)$) [14]. Global information about the program is needed.

Coloring is no exception. It is impossible to compute $\mu(A + B)$ from $\mu(A)$ and $\mu(B)$. But coloring does the next best thing, the topic of the next section.

4.3 Virtual Modularity

VPs are implicit in coloring. At every point in a document where coloring changes, an implicit VP is created. Figure 9a shows an AST where the coloring of the fragment at $\text{vp}_a$ changes to BLUE at $\text{vp}_b$. Figure 9b shows how this might be rendered by a colored text editor. Figure 9c shows an explicit encoding using a preprocessor.

![Figure 9. Coloring and VPs.](image)

Because one colors the entire codebase of a product line, it is possible to compute the contents of SDA modules and their VPs. This is the essence of virtual modularity [16]. Let $F$ denote a feature and let $\text{fp}$ denote its SDA module. Let $\overline{F}$ denote the set of all code fragments (ASTs) that have the $F$ color, and $\overline{\text{fp}}$ denote the set of all code fragments (ASTs) that do not have the $F$ color.
The contents of module \( f_i \land f_j \), where again \( \land \) is not an operation but simply a character in a composite name, are computed by the formula:

\[
\begin{align*}
 f_i \land f_j &= \mathcal{F}_i \cap \mathcal{F}_j \cap \bigcap_{i \neq j} \mathcal{F}_x \\
\end{align*}
\]

That is, the code fragments of module \( f_i \land f_j \) are the intersection of the ASTs of \( F_i \) and \( F_j \) and the removal of all ASTs that belong to \( F_x \) where \( x \notin \{i, j\} \). This formula generalizes in the obvious way to compute modules for individual features \( \mu(F) = f \) as well as modules for \( n \)-way interactions \( \mu(F_1 \# \ldots \# F_n) = f_1 \land \ldots \land f_n \).

Note this does not contradict what we said in Section 4.1: to compute \( f_i \land f_j \) one needs much more than modules \( f_i \) and \( f_j \)—one needs knowledge of the coloring of the entire program \( P \) to determine the contents of module \( f_i \land f_j \).

4.4 Other Homomorphisms

FIA defines the key terms (features and feature interactions) that are the semantic building blocks of SPLs. If colored modules are not used as an implementation, other homomorphisms are needed to map FIA terms to concrete representations. Here are some recent or well-known results with non-coloring or non-SDA implementations of features:

- Apel et al. [2] showed how different program representations can be encoded as syntax-trees and feature composition maps to syntax-tree composition. Given the grammar of a language \( \lambda \) and rules for composing \( \lambda \) syntax-trees, FeatureHouse generates a tool that implements the homomorphism \( \lambda(A + B) = \lambda(A) + \lambda(B) \).

That is, a FeatureHouse-generated tool parses the \( \lambda \) modules for features \( A \) and \( B \) and composes them with the syntax-tree composition operation \( + \).

- Siegmund et al. [22, 23] showed how to compute a performance estimate \( \pi \) for a given workload for any program in an SPL. Procedures were given to estimate the performance delta that features and feature interactions contribute to a program. Assuming performance deltas of features are arithmetically added, their work relied on the homomorphism \( \pi \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi(A + B) &= \pi(A) + \pi(B) \\
\end{align*}
\]

Surprisingly accurate predictions were reported using this simple approach.

- The most sophisticated use to date of homomorphisms is by Delaware et al. [12], who showed how proofs of correctness of a program could be synthesized from its FIA expression. The SPL contained dialects of Featherweight Java. An integral part of any type system are the meta-theoretic proofs that show type soundness—the guarantee that the type system statically enforces the desired run-time behavior of a language, typically preservation and progress.\(^3\) Four different representations of each feature—syntax, typing rules for preservation, evaluation rules for progress, and the proofs—were encoded as distinct modules in the Coq proof assistant [9]. Two homomorphisms were used: \( \delta \) composed syntax, typing rule, and evaluation rule modules; \( \psi \) composed proof modules. Both \( \delta \) and \( \psi \) were implemented as Coq libraries:

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta(A + B) &= \delta(A) + \delta(B) \\
\psi(A + B) &= \psi(A) + \psi(B) \\
\end{align*}
\]

Each distinct Coq module for feature syntax, feature typing rules, etc. is certified once by Coq (this is the expensive part) and reused as-is. Coq mechanically verifies the correctness of a composite proof by a simple interface check.

- When SDA modules permit fragment replacement, the actions that modules perform on programs are adding, deleting, and replacing fragments. In other words, modules become functions (program transformations). In Appendix A.2, we show that the homomorphism between FIA and SDA maps to the GenVoca model.

5. Related Work

Our work is a direct outgrowth of the Coloring Algebra [7] and differs in several important ways:

- we separate features from their implementations (i.e. the distinction of FIA and SDA),
- we use homomorphisms to map FIA expressions to (SDA) implementations,
- SDA presents a more general model of module composition via variation points, and
- we explored different and consistent sets of axioms to define feature algebras, of which [7] and our FIA are among the few reasonable possibilities.

The computation of SDA modules from coloring can be traced to [11] where elements of UML models could be tagged with feature predicates. Given a set of selected features, an element is removed from a model if its predicate is false. Modularizing elements that share the same predicate is the essence of coloring and SDA modularization.

Our work is a descendant of [17–19]. Derivatives were the first identified building blocks of feature modules. Unfortunately, the mathematics of derivatives was incomplete as composition of derivatives was not associative. This made it impossible to algebraically calculate the results of feature splitting (replacing \( T \) with \( R \times S \) if \( T \) is split into features \( R \) and \( S \)) and feature merging (replacing \( R \times S \) with \( T \)). CIDE [16] showed a simple way to visualize features and their interactions, resulting in the coloring algebra, which does support splitting and merging.

Some of the ideas of our basic SDA model can also be found in the calculus of traits presented in [13] (and in many papers prior to that). In particular, the idea of using a flat lattice is also employed there. However, the approach does not abstract from the case of classes and methods and hence is less general than ours. Moreover, our definitions of the operators of module addition and subtraction lead to simpler equational laws than theirs.

Other algebras for feature-based composition, such as [3, 20], focus on the internal structure of color modules, rather than feature interactions. [3] is the first algebra (to our knowledge) that dealt with feature replication. It uses distant idempotence (a form of idempotence where adjacency of identical features is not required). Feature composition is not commutative and feature modules (called feature structure trees) have no inverses.

\(^3\) Preservation says if expression \( e \) of type \( T \) evaluates to a value \( v \) then \( v \) also has type \( T \). Progress says expression evaluation does not get "stuck", i.e. there are no expressions that cannot be evaluated.
The Compositional Choice Calculus (CC) [24] offers an interesting and alternative approach to our work. Our work and CC share the goal to integrate classical and virtual modularity; we do so using algebras, CC does so in the context of a formal programming language. Large-scale fragments can be placed in modules of their own, while small-scale fragments (suitable for annotations) can be embedded into other modules. Variation points and their contents are expressed as choice statements. The key difference between our work and CC is that the issues of classical and virtual modularity are not limited to a fixed set of programming languages. The ability to map an FIA expression to different representations (modular units of makefiles, HTML pages, performance models) other than traditional programming languages is basic to feature-oriented development. So too are the mappings that arise in MDE, and refactorings, and how they are connected to FOSD [6]. CC may be one of many good implementation targets for mapping FIA expressions. Delta Oriented Programming (DOP) is another interesting language-based approach within our field of work. Delta modules are qualified to be composed into a product when the corresponding clause is satisfied. Such a clause is a propositional formula over features, namely the conjunction of feature formulas that arise in coloring (and the coloring homomorphism of Section 4.1). Adding feature negation and disjunction seems more general. Disjunction allows a single module to be reused in different contexts (rather than requiring a module to be replicated for each context). Negation seems to offer a more general way for defining alternatives. Understanding this connection is a subject for future work.

Delta modules also have after clauses, which specify a partial ordering in which to compose them. Here is how our work implicitly encodes such ordering: When features can delete existing structures, the order in which features are composed matters (i.e. module summation no longer is commutative (Section A.2). The ordering of modules is then defined by feature products \( F \times G = F \# G + F + G \); that is, interaction modules \( F \# G \) are always composed after their base modules \( F \) and \( G \). This recurses: 3rd-order interactions always are composed after 2nd-order interactions, and so on.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

FOSD is based on the composition and manipulation of structures. We want its tools and concepts to be based on formal models and rock-solid foundations. In this paper, we have contributed toward this goal.

FIA acts at the level of specifications to express features, feature interactions, and their compositions. We explored and explained how a prior algebra ([71]) could be generalized to admit feature replication. In contrast, SDA is a general model of modules with VPs, and how such modules can be added and subtracted. FIA deals with the ‘semantics’ of features and SDA deals more with the ‘syntax’ of modules. (Stated differently, FIA deals with the ‘problem space’ and SDA deals with the ‘solution space’.) Projections of FIA to SDA via homomorphisms define the relationships between these two universes.

More generally, when both the problem and solution space are defined by algebras (one for program specification, the other for program construction), mappings between algebras, called homomorphisms, are a foundational concept in FOSD tooling. We have illustrated these ideas in this paper.
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A. SDA Extras

SDA has a wealth of useful capabilities beyond addition. We show some potentials and relationships to prior work.

A.1 Other Operations on Modules

It should be noted that the operations in this section are also definable for arbitrary finite maps.

Deletion and Subtraction. There are two ways of defining “inverses” to addition.

**Variant I:** We define the operation of *deletion* to shrink the domain of a partial map. For a module \( m \) and a set \( U \subseteq V \) of VPs we define the module \( m \ominus U \) by:

\[
(m \ominus U)(v) = \begin{cases} 
  m(v) & \text{if } v \in (\text{dom}(m) - U) \\
  \text{undefined} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Deletion satisfies the following laws, which are shown by straightforward calculation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{dom}(m \ominus U) &= \text{dom}(m) - U \\
\emptyset \ominus U &= \emptyset \\
(m + n) \ominus U &= (m \ominus U) + (n \ominus U) \\
m \ominus (U \cup W) &= (m \ominus U) \cap (m \ominus W) \\
m \ominus \emptyset &= m \\
m \ominus \text{dom}(m) &= \emptyset \\
(m \ominus U) \subseteq m \\
\text{dom}(m) \subseteq U &\iff (m \ominus U) = \emptyset
\end{align*}
\]

A major drawback of this operation is its asymmetric type, i.e. \( \ominus \) has arguments of different types.

**Variant II:** *Subtraction* is an operation with symmetric type. For modules \( m \) and \( n \) we define module \( m - n \) as:

\[
m - n = m \ominus \text{dom}(n)
\]

This spells out to:

\[
(m - n)(v) = \begin{cases} 
  m(v) & \text{if } v \in (\text{dom}(m) - \text{dom}(n)) \\
  \text{undefined} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Note that \( m - n \) is not the set-theoretic difference of \( m \) and \( n \) considered as sets of argument-value pairs: let \( f_1, f_2 \) be different fragments and \( u \in V \) be a VP. Set \( m_1 = \{(u, f_1)\} \), i.e.,

\[
m_1(v) = \begin{cases} 
  f_1 & \text{if } v = u \\
  \text{undefined} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Then the set theoretic difference of \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) is \( m_1 \). In contrast, \( m_1 - m_2 = 0 \) since \( \text{dom}(m_1) = \text{dom}(m_2) = \{u\} \).

Subtraction satisfies laws analogous to deletion; they can be found in [8]

**Overriding.** Ideally, modules that are composed have disjoint domains. And by using subtraction or deletion, modules can be customized. Still, object-oriented programmers are used to the notion of *overriding* or *replacing* definitions, an operation that can be defined in terms of subtraction and deletion. Module \( m \) overrides \( n \), written \( m \longmapsto n \): \[ m \longmapsto n = m + (n \ominus \text{dom}(m)) = m + (n - m) \]

This replaces all assignments in \( n \) for which \( m \) also provides a value. It may destroy acyclicity. \( \longmapsto \) is associative and idempotent with neutral element \( \emptyset \), but not commutative.

**Example A.1.** Figure 10 shows two modules \( n \) and \( m \) with non-default fragments for \( v_p \). \( m \longmapsto n \) replaces \( n \’s fragment at \( v_p \) with \( m \’s fragment. \)

\[ \text{Figure 10. Onto Example.} \]

A.2 The GenVoca Homomorphism

GenVoca is a model of SPLs where features are program transformations and feature composition is function composition. Features can add details to programs as well as override (replace) existing details. Let \( m(x) \) denote the program transformation for feature \( M \) and let \( m \) be its SDA module. \( m(x) \) is defined as:

\[
m(x) = m \longmapsto x
\]

If \( M \) is a base feature, \( m \) simplifies to:

\[
m() = m
\]

GenVoca features were composed in a fixed order (see [4] for details). Further, every feature and feature interaction was encoded as a program transformation. Although FIA did not exist when GenVoca was created, an FIA explanation of GenVoca is simple: the cross-product of selected features was taken in a particular order and the resulting FIA expression was expanded in a fixed way to produce a sum of features and feature interactions. This each of these terms was then mapped to a function that implemented that term. Again let FS be the set of features and FIS be the set of feature interactions. *GenVoca is the homomorphism* \( \gamma \) *that maps the sum of features and feature interactions to compositions of program transformations, where \( \cdot \) is function composition*:

\[
\gamma(A + B) = \gamma(A) \cdot \gamma(B) / / \text{for all } A, B \in (FS \cup FIS)
\]

\[ \gamma(a \cdot b) = a \cdot b \]

\[ ^4 \text{By “fixed way” we mean that the FIA \( \times \) and + operators are not commutative read as associating to the right.} \]